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1. INTRODUCTION 
For many years now, the variety of problems of the qualitative proper- 
ties of differential equations in the context of Lyaponov second method has 
been successfully investigated in a unified way using the comparison 
principle [S]. In this method, the qualitative properties of the system of 
differential equations are inferred from the corresponding properties of the 
solutions of the system of comparison equations. 
In order to successfully employ this method, it is generally required that 
the comparison systems possess some special properties. The conditions 
under which the scalar comparison equations possess positivity and 
stability behaviour have been investigated using scalar Lyapunov function 
method by Brauer [l], Siljak and Grujic [9], and others. 
Ladde [3] gave suficient conditions for nonnegativity and stability of 
solutions of systems of comparison equations. In his investigation of 
stability of comparison differential systems, Ladde [3] considered the 
asymptotic stability and exponential asymptotic stability of the comparison 
differential system using the method of vector Lyapunov functions. 
However, imbedded in the method of vector Lyapunov function is the 
requirement of quasimonotone nondecreasing property of the comparison 
system. But quasimonotonicity of the comparison system is not a necessary 
condition for the system to be stable. Thus the limitation of the applica- 
tion potential of this general and effective method is due to the fact that 
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comparison systems may have the desired property like stability without 
being quasimonotone. 
In 1974, Lakshmikantham [4] observed that this difficulty is due to the 
choice of the cone relative to the comparison system, namely R:, the cone 
of nonnegative elements in R", and that a possible approach to overcome 
this limitation is to choose an appropriate cone other than R; to work 
in a given situation depending on the problem at hand. In 1977, 
Lakshmikantham and Leela [6] initiated the development of the theory of 
differential inequalities through cones and the method of cone-valued 
Lyapunov functions. 
It is natural to expect extensions of both the investigations of Ladde [3] 
and Lakshmikantham and Leela [6] to other types of stability using the 
method of cone-valued Lyapunov functions. In this paper we investigate 
the &,-stability, uniform &,-stability, asymptotic do-stability of comparison 
differential systems. We also obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for 
generalized exponential asymptotic &stability and uniform asymptotic 
&-stability. We further obtain various stability results for a very general 
system of differential equations using the method of cone-valued Lyapunov 
functions. In the process we extend and generalize various results in [3, 61. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let R" denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space with any convenient 
norm /I . I/, and scalar product (, ). R + = [0, ,x ), R = ( - CG, SC’), 
R”, = ( U E R” : U, > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . ~1, C[ R + x R”, R”] denotes the space of 
continuous functions mapping R, x R” into R”. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A proper subset K of R” is called a cone if (i) AKc K, 
~~O;(ii)K+KcK;(iii)K=R,(iv)K’=~;(v)Kn(-K)={O),whereR 
and K” denote the closure and interior of K, respectively, and SK denotes 
the boundary of K. The order relation on R” induced by the cone K is 
defined as follows: Let X, j’ E K, then s & J iff J* - .Y E K and x ~~0 J iff 
j’ - x E K”. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The set K* is called the adjoint cone if K* = 
(4 E R”: (4, x) 20, for XE K} satisfies properties (i)-(v) of Definition 2.1. 
s~iiKifandonlyif(&x)=Oforsome~~K,*, K,=K-(0). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A function g: D -+ R", D c R" is said to be 
quasimonotone relative to the cone K if X, y E D and +r - x E LJK imply that 
there exists b. E K,* such that (bo, Y-X) = 0 and (do, g( J?) - g(x)) > 0. 
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Consider the differential system 
.Y’ =J’( t, x), 4” 1 = -yo 3 (1) 
where ~EC[R+ x Rsv, RN]. Define S, by S,,= {xER”: llsll <p, p>O). 
Let Kc R” be a cone in R”, n < N, and VE C[R+ x Sp, K]. Define 
for (t, I)E R, x S,, h>O, the function D’V(t,.u) by D’V(t,s)= 
Limsup,,,,+(lill)[V(t+h,s+hf(r,s))- V(t,x)]. 
Consider the comparison differential system 
u’ = g(r, u), u(t,) = ug, (2) 
where gE C[R+ x K, RN], and K is a cone in R”. Let S(p) = 
(UE K: llzd11 <p, p>O), PEC[R+XS(~),K] and define for (~,u)E 
R, xS(p), h>O, the function D+z!(r,u) by D’~l(t,u)=Limsup,,,+(l/h) 
[u(t+h,2~+hg(t,u))-r~(t,~O]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The trivial solution x = 0 of (1) is equistable, if for 
each E>O. t,ER+, there exists a positive function 6 = @t,, E) that is 
continuous in t, for each E such that the inequality IlsOll < 6 implies 
IIx(r, I”, so)ll <E, fat,. 
Other stability notions can be similarly defined. (See [S].) 
DEFINITION 2.5. The trivial solution u = 0 of (2) is &equistable if given 
E >O, there exists 6 = 6(t,, E), continuous in t, for each E such that the 
inequality (&,, uO) < 6 implies (&,, r(t)) < E, I 3 t,, where &,E K,*. In 
Definition 2.5, and for the rest of this paper, r(t) denotes the maximal 
solution of (2) relative to the cone Kc R”. 
Other &-stability concepts can be similarly defined. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A function a( .) is said to belong to the class X if 
a E C[ [0, p), R + 1, a(O) = 0, and a(r) is strictly increasing in r. 
DEFINITION 2.7. (a) A function v(r, U) is said to be positive definite 
relative to the cone K (or &-positive definite) if there exists a E X such 
that d(h, r(f))1 < (h, 4~ u)), he K?. 
(b) A function t$t, u) is said to be decrescent relative to the cone K 
(or &decrescent) if there exists hi I’, &,E K,*, such that (&,, t$f, u)) 6 
N(d,, f-(t))]. 
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3. STABILITY THEORY 
In this section, we present results giving sufficient conditions for 
&stability, uniform &,-stability, and asymptotic &-stability of the trivial 
solution U= 0 of (2). We also investigate the corresponding stability 
concepts of the trivial solution .Y = 0 of (1) using the theory of differential 
inequalities through cones and the method of cone-valued Lyapunov 
functions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(i) v E C[R+ x S(p), K], v(t, 0) = 0, ~$1, u) is locall~~ Lipschitzian in 
u relative to K, and for each (t, u) E R + x S(p), D+v( t, u) Gk 0. 
(ii) gEC[R+xK,R”], g(t,O)=O, g(t,u) is quasimonotone in u 
relative to K. 
(iii) For some &,EK$ and (t, u)ER+ x.Vp), a[(&, r(t))] d 
(&, 44 u)), aE x. 
Then the trivial solution u = 0 of (2) is q&,-equistable. 
Proof: Since v(t, 0) = 0 and tl( t, uO) is continuous in t,, then given 
a,(E) > 0, t, E R +, there exists 6,. such that lluOll < 6, implies 
lldo, uo)ll <a,(E), a, EX. Now for some &EK$, 11~011 lluoll < II& 6, 
implies llOoll Il4b uJ < Ilhll aI f&J. Thus I(&, 4 G Il4ll IIuoll < ll4d 6, 
implies I(40, v(b, wd)l < IlqM lIdto, u,,)ll < Ilq4ll a,(E). It follows that 
(40, UO) <b * (40, v(b, uo)) <a(&), where I14011 6, = 6, Il~oll aI(E) = a(E), 
aEX. Let u(t) be any solution of (2) such that (&,, uO) ~6. Then by (i), 
t’ is nonincreasing and so v(t, ~4) < v(t,, u,), t > t,. Thus (&,, uO) < 6 implies 
aC(h, r(t))1 Q (do, dt, 4) G (A, Qt,, uo)) < a(E) * (4,, r(t)) < E, t 3 to. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Assume further that for some q5, E K,*, (t, u) E R + x S(p), 
aC(h r(t))1 G (h, I-)(t, ~1) <bC(h, r(t))l, a, bE.X. 
Then the trivial solution u = 0 of (2) is uniform!,, #,-stable. 
Proof For E > 0, let 6 = b -‘[a(&)] independent of t, for a, b E X. Let 
u(t) be any solution of (2) such that (&,, uO) < 6. Then by hypothesis, tr is 
nonincreasing and so (&,, v(t, u)) d (40, v(t,, uO)). Thus a[(&, r(t))] G 
(40, v(t, ~1) G (h, v(b ud) 6 bC(h, 41 <b(a) <a(E). 
. . . (do, uO) < 6 implies (f&, v(t)) < 6. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let the conditions qf Theorem 3.1 hold G:h 
D + v( t, u) Gk 0 being replaced bv 
D+(d,. d:, u))G -CC(h, L’(:, u))l, CEX. (3) 
Then the solution u = 0 qf (2) is equi-asymptotically d,-stable. 
Proqf: By Theorem 3.1, the trivial solution of (2) is #,-equistable. By 
(3 ), c(t, U) is monotone decreasing and hence the limit LJ* = Lim,, ~ tl(t, U) 
exists. We claim that c* = 0. Suppose I!* # 0. Then C( o*) # 0, C E X. Since 
C(r) is monotone, C[(dO, a(t, u))] > C[(&, c*)], and so D*(&, u(t, u))< 
-C[(&, v*)]. Integrating we obtain (d,, v(t, u))< -C[(&, u*)](t-f,) 
+ (40, L’(Ol 4)). 
Thus as t + J=, and for some &,E K,*, we have (d,, u(t, u)) + - a. This 
contradicts the condition a[(d,, r(t))] < (do, v( t, u)). It follows that LI* = 0. 
Thus (do, zl(t,~))-+O as t+ x8 and so (&,,r(t))+O as t+#~. Thus given 
E>O, t,ER+, there exist 6 = s(t,) and T= T(t,, E) such that for t 2 t, + T, 
(do, u,) < 6 implies (f&, r(f)) < E. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that 
(i) Z’ E C[R + x S(p), K], tl( f, 0) = 0, and V( t, u) is locally Lipschitzian 
in 14 relatice to the cone K for t E R + 
(ii) Foreach tER+, (t,u)~R+xS(p), andCEX 
(iii) a[(&,, r(r))1 d (do, 4~ u)) < N(d,, r(f))l, a, b E X. 
Then the trivial solution 1.4 = 0 of (2) is uniform& as~,mpfoticall~~ &,-stable. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. Choose 6 = 6(~) independent of to. Let u(t) be 
a solution of (2) such that (&, uO) < 6. Then by Theorem 3.2, u = 0 is 
uniformly $,-stable. Let P* = jsup(&, u(tO, ~4~)): (&, 14~) < 6). Set T(E) = 
cl*/C[~], C E X, then 
(do. 14~) < 6 = (do, 4:)) <E, t 2 t, + T(E). (4) 
Suppose (4) is not true, then there would exist at least one t > to + T(E) 
such that (do, uO) < 6 implies (do, r(f)) >, E. Since CE X, from condition 
(ii), D’(&,, rj(t, uJ)< -C(E). Integrating, we obtain (&,, v(t, u))< 
(do, ~(r,, uO)) - C(E)(I - to) for t > lo + T(E) and for sufficiently large t, this 
contradicts (iii) in which case (4) is established. 
Remark 3.5. The results included in Theorems 3.1-3.4 extend the 
results contained in Theorems 3 and 4 of Ladde [3], and further generalize 
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them to include uniform stability and uniform asymptotic stability of the 
trivial solution of a very general class of comparison system then in [3]. 
In particular if K= R”, and do = (I, I, . . . . 1 ) and if (2) is replaced by Eq. (8) 
in [3], then it will be seen that the results of Ladde [3] are included in our 
results as very special cases. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that 
(i) VE C[R + x S,, K], V( t, s) is locall Lipschitzian in s relative to 
K, andfor (t, I)E R, x S,, D+V(t, .Y),<, g(t, V(t, x)), 
(ii) g E C[R + x K, R”] and g( t, u) is quasimonotone in u relatke to K 
,for each t E R + , 
(iii) f(t,O)=O, g(t,O)=O,for some &EK~, (t,,Y)ER+ xS, 
b( 11.~11) < (do. Vt, x)) 6 a(t, II4 ), a, bEX. 
Then the trivial solution x = 0 of ( 1) satisfies each one of the stability notions 
of Definition 2.4 if the trivial solution u = 0 of (2) satkfies the corresponding 
one of the stability notions ?f Definition 2.5. 
Proof: (a) Let 0 <E < p and t E R + Suppose that the trivial solution 
u = 0 of (2) is &,-equistable. Then given b(E) > 0, to E R + , there exists 
6 =&to, E) >O, such that (&,, uO) < 6 implies (&, r(t)) <b(E), t 3 t,. 
Choose atto, ll-~oll 1 = (do, u,), then (4,. V(t,, ,yo)) 6 atto, II-td) = 
(d,, uO) =z- V(t,, +yO) Gk uO. Let x(t, to, x0) be any solution of (1) such 
that V(t,, .u,) Gx- u,,. Then by Theorem 3.1 in [6], V(t, .u) Sk r(t). Now 
choose 6, > 0 such that a( t,, 6,) = 6. Thus the inequalities Il.~~ll < 6, 
and a(t,, llxOll ) < 6 hold simultaneously. Thus b( llsll) 6 (&,, V( t, s)) 6 
(do, r(t))< b(E)* Ils(t, t,, sO)lI <E whenever llsOIl cd,. 
(b) In the proof of (a) choose 6 = 6(c) independent of to and follow 
the same argument as in (a) to obtain the result. 
(c) Suppose that the trivial solution u=O of (2) is quasi-equi- 
asymptotically &-stable. Then, following the same arguments as in (a) for 
all t B to + T(E) we find that there exists a positive function 6 = &to. E) 
satisfying the inequalities IIx~II < b and a(t,, Il.~~ll) < S, simultaneously. It 
then follows that Il?sOll < 6,* Il.u(t, to, x~)II <E, t 2 to+ T. If this were not 
true, there would exist a divergent sequence {t, ), tP > to + T and a solution 
.u( t, to, x0) of (1) such that whenever x,, < 6, we have that ji.u( t, to, s,)ll = E. 
Using Theorem 3.1 in [6] we are led to a contradiction 
b(E) G (do, V(tk, -dt,, to, ,yo))) d (tie, r(t,, to, zco)) < b(E). 
(d) Since (a) and (c) are verified together, then I =O is equi- 
asymptotically &-stable. 
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(e) Since (b) holds, choose 6, and T in (c) independent of t, and 
proceed as in (c) to obtain the result. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.6 hold. Assume 
further rhat .fbr c>O, d>O, (&,, u,)b llx,,lld and Cllxlld< (&,, V(t, x)). [f 
the trirlial solution 14 = 0 qf (2 ) is exponentialll~ asympoticalIJ1 &-stable, then 
the triuiai solution .Y = 0 y f  ( 1 ) is exponential/y asymptotiea& stab/e. 
Proof: Let x(t, t,, so) be any solution of (1) such that V( t,, x,) <k u,,. 
Then by Theorem 3.1 in [6] we have that V( t, ?I) Gk r(t). Thus CII.ull”< 
(&, V(t, x))< (do, r(t)). Since the trivial solution u=O of (2) is exponen- 
tially asymptotically &-stable, then there exist CJ > 0. LI > 0 both real 
numbers such that 
(~~~r(~))<~(h, h)exp[-d-t,)], ta t,, 
and 
cII~~II”~(T(~O,~g)exp[-a(t- to)]. 
This implies that 
Remark 3.8. Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 contain results which further the 
results in Theorem 3.3 in [6] to include other stability notions and extend 
the results in Theorem 2.6.13 in [7]. 
4. CONVERSE THEOREMS 
In this section we give necessary conditions under which cone-valued 
Lyapunov functions can be constructed. Furthermore, we give necessary 
and sufficient conditions under which we have uniform asymptotic 
#,-stabihty and the generalized exponential asymptotic &,-stability of the 
trivial solution of the comparison differential system (2). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
(i) feC[R+ x.S,, R”], f(t,O)=O, and f(t,x) satisfies Ilf(t,x)- 
f~t.~~ll~~,~t~Il~-~ll, (t,x),(t,~)~R,xS~; and L,EC[R+,R+], 
Ii:‘” L(s) dsl < Nl01, N is a constant. 
(ii) The solution x(t, 0, x0) qf (1) satisfies the estimate 
/J1( II-hll) d Mt. 07 .kl)ll G Bz( II-&A ), tLO,B,,BzE3Yr. (5) 
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(iii) g E C[R+ x K, R”], s(t, 0) = 0, and iA4 u) satisfies 
llg(r,u)-g(t,c)/l dLz(t) llu--1’11, 24, ~JEK, L,EC[R+,R+]. 
(iv) The solutiorl u( t, 0, uO) qf (2) llerifies the estimate 
.for some I+&,EK~, tb0, y,,;‘z~,Wr. 
Then there exists a cone-oalued function V bvith the properties 
(v) V E C[ R + x S,,, K], V( t, .u) is locall! Lipschitzian in .Y for a 
continuous function fi( t ) > 0. 
(vi) D+V(t, .Y)&. g(t, V(t, s)). 
(vii) h(Il.~ll)6(40, V(t,.u))~a(llsll),a,bEX‘. 
Proqf: In view of hypotheses (i) and (iii) the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of (1) and (2) as well as their continuous dependence on the 
initial values are assured. Let x(t, 0, x~), u( t, 0, uO) be the solutions of (1) 
and (2) through (0, s,,) and (0, u,) satisfying (5) and (6), respectively. Let 
g,,.: S, + K be a function defined on S, with values in the cone Kc R”, 
defined by 
a,,.(+~) = sup G( Ils(r + 6. I. -u)ll ) 
630 
~1, (7) 
where .Y E S,, G(r) is the function defined in Theorem 3.6.9 in [S], z > I, 
11’ E K is any fixed point in K. 
For 6 = 0 we have from (7) that G( IIx(I )W sk 6,,.(x); and (do, G( IJ.YII )w) < 
(bo, a,,.(.~)) for SOme don f&T. For B3 E NY, ‘I > 0, Wxll )(h, 1t-j = 
~3 II-d ) d (40, o,,.(.~)) = DA II-~11 ) d (40, U,,.(X)). From estimate (5), the 
uniform asymptotic stability of .Y = 0 of (1) is implied. This then implies 
that X= 0 is uniformly stable. Thus by Theorem 5.4.3 in [S], 
IlXif + ii, t, x)II < h( Il.ull), b E x-. 
. ’ . G( Ilx(t + 6, t, x)11 ) -=c G(b( II-XII 1). 
Since (1 + c16)/( 1 + 6) < CI, it follows that 
(40, 0,J.y)) d (do, yG(b( l1.d 1)~‘) 
= rlWb( Il.4 )) = PA II-4 1, 84EX,v=(do,tI’). 
. . . 83(1141) d (403 a,.(-r)) G 8‘4 II-YII )- (8) 
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We now show that a,,.(~) is locally Lipschitzian in X. For s, ~9 E S,, 
IlaJx) - a,,.( y)II = sup G( Ils(t + 6, t, s)lI ) 11’ 
hZO 
G 4t, IV) II Vo(f, .u)- V,(f, J)ll, 
where V,(t, x) = Sup, a 0 G( Ilx(t + 6, t, X)/I )( (1 + x6)/( 1 + 6)) is the function 
V(t, x) defined in Theorem 3.6.9 in [S], and by its proof V(t, X) is locally 
Lipschitzian in X, in which case a,,(.~) is also locally Lipschitzian in X. 
Obviously D,.(X) is also continuous. 
Define a cone-valued function V( t. X) by 
vt, ?I)=z4(t,O, a,,(x(O, LX))), (9) 
where u(t, 0, u,,) are solutions of (2) passing through (0, uO), and C,.(X) is 
as defined in (7). By hypotheses (i) and (iii) and the choice of cr.,,.(x), u, X, 
and a,.(x) are continuous so that V(r, x), defined in (9), is continuous in 
all its arguments. From conditions (i), (iii), and Corollary 2.7.1 in [S] we 
obtain 
II ur, *Y) - ut, y)II = IIu(t, 0, o,,.(.u(O, I .u))) - u(t, 0, G,,.(.v(O, t, .v)))ll 
6 I(t, w) Ilx - yll exp f’ L,(s) ds exp 1’ L,(s) ds 
0 0 
= B(t) lb - ?‘lI, 
where P(t) = /(t, w) expCJ& (L,(s) + L,(s)) dsl > 0, (t, x1, (I, y) E R + x S,, 
and so (v) is proved. Next, for h > 0 sufficiently small, 
V( t + /I, x + hf( t, x)) - V( t, x) 
<k /l(t) II-Y + hf(t, x) - x(t + h, t, x)ll 
+V(t+k,?C(t+h,t,.U))--(t,.Y). 
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Divide both sides by h and take lim sup as h --f 0’ to obtain 
D+V(r,.~)~,LimSup~[V(t+h,.~(t+h,I,s))-Y(r..~)] 
/r-o+ 
= Lim Sup k [u(t + h, 0, a,,(x(O, t. by)))- u(t, 0, 0,.(x(0, t, x)))] 
/r-o+ 
=u’(r, 0, fJ,,.(x ) t, x)))=g(t, V(t, s)). 
Now from (5) we have 
Since (do, V(t, x))= (do, u(t, 0, a,,.(s(O, t, -y)))), (6), (8), (10) imply 
Also (6), (8), (10) imply (bo, V(r, .~))<a( Il.ulj), UE I‘. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. 
When do and K in Theorem 4.1 are replaced by do = ( 1, 1, . . . . 1) and 
K= R: , respectively, we have the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that 
(i) ~ECCR, xS,, R”], f(t,O)=O, and f(t,x) satisjles Ilf(t,x- 
f(t, Y)II <L,(t) II-~-A, (c+~), (t, y)eR+ xS,; and L,EC[R+, R,], 
IS:+” L(s) dsl < NIBI, N is a constant. 
(ii) The solution x( t, 0, x0) of (i) satisfies the estimate 
B1( lld ) Q lI~~(~7 0,xo)ll G PA IIXOII 1, t>O,p,,p~Ex. 
(iii) gEC[R+ x R”+, R”], g( t, 0) = 0, and g( t, u) satkfies II g( t, u) - 
dt, u)ll G L,(t) Ilu - t‘ll, u, tr E R”, , L, E CCR, , R, 1. 
(iv) The solution u(t, 0, uo) of (2) verifies the estimate 
Then there exists a uector function V \+ith the properties 
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(v) VE C[R + x S,,, R’: ] and V( t, X) is locally Lipschitzian in .Y -for 
a continuous jitnction p(t) > 0. 
(vi) D+V(t, -yu)< g(t, V(t, x)). 
(vii) b(Il-ull)<~::‘=, V,(t.,~)~a((l~~ll),a,hE~W‘. 
Remark 4.3. Even in this special case of &, = (I, 1. . . . . I ) and K= R;, 
the result in Theorem 4.2 is new, and considerably improves Theorem 4.5.1 
of [S]. Theorem 4.2 replaces the strong requirements of continuous partial 
derivatives of the functions f(t, X) and g(t, U) with a milder Lipschitz con- 
tinuity of those functions, when the conditional requirements so E M,,, Pk, 
and uO, = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . k are droped. Note also that Theorem 4.2 still 
holds when condition (iv) is replaced by conditions (iv) and (v) of 
Theorem 4.5.1 of [S]. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that 
(i) gEC[R+ x K, R”], g(t,O)=O, g(t,U) is quasimonotone in u 
relative to K for each t E R + , and-for (t,u),(t,V)ER+xK IIg(t,u)- 
At, ~‘)ll <L(t) Ilu-~11, LeCCR+, R.1. 
(ii) (d,, r(t))<fl(&, u(t)), BEX‘, u(t) is a soh4tion of(2). 
Then the trioial solution u = 0 of (2) is uniformly asymptotically &,-stable ij 
and only, if there e.uisrs a function ~1 lvith the following properties. 
(iii) CE C[ R, x S(p), K], a(t, 0) = 0, a(t, u) is IocallJ, Lipschitzian in 
u relative to K for each t E R + . 
(iv ) For some 4,, E K,*, 
aC(do, r(r))1 6 (h, dt, ~1) <@(do, r(t))l, a, hE.Y. 
(v) For (t,u)ER+xS(p), and for PEX, p(t)-% as t+;c 
D’u(t, 24)<k -p’(t) u( t, u), bzhere p’(t) e.yists. 
Proof The sufliciency is straightforward, since the proof follows the 
same type of arguments used in Theorem 3.4. 
Necessity. Condition (i) assures the existence and uniqueness of solu- 
tions of (2) as well as their continuous dependence on initial data. Let 
u = u( t, 0. uo) so that u. = ~(0, t, u). Define a cone-valued function v( t, u) by 
dt, 14) = ev( -p(t)) cC(d~~, r(t))1 4t. 0, a,.(u(O, 4 u))), (11) 
where CC(do, r(r))1 = (UD)El -exp(-Wd,, rft)))l, D>O, PEX, p’(t) 
exists and p(t) + ,x’ as t -+ m, a,,.(x) is the function defined in (7); and 
u( t, uo) is any solution of (2). When u = 0, then the right hand side of ( 11) 
vanishes so that u(t, 0) = 0. 
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Using (i) and Corollary 2.7.1 in [S] and for u,, U*E S(p), 
llc(t, Ul) - u(t, U?)lI 
= Ilexp(-p(O) CC(h, r(f))1 ~4(t, 0, g,,(u,(O, t, 14,))) 
-ew( -p(f)) CC(do, r(t))1 4t. 0, ~~,,.(k(o, t k)))ll 
d Wwl lb,,.h(O, f, 4) - ~,.b,(o, t, f4d)ii 
< f(t, w) IN( llu, - uz/l exp I’ L(s) ds 
0 
= B(f) IIU, - 4, 
where fl(t)=f(r, W) ( exp( -p(t)) C[(&,r(t))] exp so L(s) dsa0. Now 
Ilu(t + 6, u*) - L’(f, u)ll 
d llzqr+& tc*)-v(t+S, u)ll 
+ Ilc(t+h, u)-u(l+if u(l+6, t, u))ll 
+ IIu(t+6, u(t+d, U))-u(t, ujll. 
Since v(t, u) is locally Lipschitzian in u and u is continuous in 6, then the 
first two terms in the right hand side of the inequality are small whenever 
IIu - u*ll and 6 are small. Using (ll), the third term tends to zero as 6 
tends to zero. Therefore ti(t, u) is continuous in all its arguments. Since 
u= 0 is uniformly asymptotically &,-stable, then given E > 0, there exist 
two numbers S = 6(~) and T= T(E), independent of to such that 
(&, t40)<6*(~,, r(t))<&, for t3 T(E). And so 
(40, 44 ~1) =ew( -p(t)) CCC4o, r(t))l($,, u(h 0, a,,.(~( , r, ~1)) 
G ECC(40. r(t))1 
=bC(do. r(r))12 bEA’- 
(dot 44 u))=exp(-p(f)) CC(do, 4t))l(f$,, u(~,O, 0,,.(240, t, u)))) 
2 KC(40, r(t))1 B-‘C407 r(t))1 by condition (ii) 
= a[(407 r(r))19 aEXsince C, fi-‘EX, 
where q = Inf.,, co, ~, {exp( -p(t)), 61, 6 >O. 
~C(do, r(f))1 d (do, 44 u)) 6 b[(Io, r(t))], a, b E %‘-. 
~(~+~,~+~g(t,u~)--c(~,u)~,B(t)Ilu+hg(t,u)-u(t+h,t,u)ll 
+ u(t + h, u( t + h, 1, u)) - Lq t, u). 
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Dividing both sides by h > 0 and taking lim sup as k + 0 +, and using ( 11) 
and uniqueness of solutions of (2) we obtain 
I)+r(r.u)$,Limsup~[exp(-p(r+Ir)) 
h--O’ 
xC[(~o,r(f+A))]u(t+/l,O,cr,,.(u(O,r+/l,u))) 
-expi-p(l)) CCido, r(t))1 u(t, 0, f~,,(40, 4 ~d)))l 
=exp( -p(t)) CC(do, r(r))1 44 0, a,,.(dO, 4 u))) 
xLimsupi [exp(p(r)-p(r+h))- l] 
/r-o+ 
= -p’(t) c( f, 24). 
DEFINITION 4.5. A generalized norm from R” to R”, is a mapping 
11 .llc; : R” + R”, defined by ll~ll~ = (a, (x), . . . . a,,(.~)) such that 
(a) liUullG~O (i.e., x,(.Y)>O, for i= 1, . . . . s) 
(b) il-ullc=O iff x=0 (i.e., r,(.u)=O iff s=O, i= 1, . . . . s) 
(c) ~13Lullc= 121 II-YI/~ (i.e., a,(%.~)= 121 a,(~), i= 1, . . . . s) 
(d) /I.x+,rIIG< ~I.~ll~+ll~llc; (i.e., a,(.u+~)6cr,(s)+~i(~‘), i= 1, . . ..s). 
If R” = R’, = R’; , then we have a generalized norm IIulld7 for UE RI, 
defined by IIul16=(IuII, Iz~~I ,..., Iz4,,/)=(z4,,u2 ,..., u,,). In view of the 
generalized nature of II.11 6, we need these definitions. S$ := 
(IER”: lislld<p, O<peK), S*(p):=ju~K: Il~ll~<p,O<p~K}. 
DEFINITION 4.6. The trivial solution u = 0 of (2) is do-equistable if for 
E > 0, there exists 6 = 6(r,, E), continuous in to for each E such that 
(do. lluoll~)<~~(hJr Ilrlt)ll6)<&. tbt,; &EKo*. 
Other stability notions can be similarly defined. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let II .lIc: K + K be a generalized norm and let g E 
CCR, xK R”1, IIg(f, u,)-g(t, u,)l16GL(f) ll~,--uzl16, LECCR,, R+l 
-for (1, u, ), (t, uJ E R + x K. f f  u, u are two solurions of (2) through (to, uO) 
and (to, L:~ ), respectioely, then for t > to we hal!e 
1 & Il~-oll~<~ lIuo-n,lIi.exp~’ L(s)ds. 42 
Proqf. Since u and 1’ are solutions of (2) we have 
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Similarly 
by Gronwall’s inequality. 
Ilug- voIld Gk IIu- ~~11~ + Jr” L(s) Ilu- ~(1~ ds 
I 
THEOREM 4.8. Assume that 
(i) gEC[R+ x K, R”], g(t,O)=O, and g(t, u) is quasimonotone in u 
relative to K for each t E R, and for (t. 10, (t,v)ER+ x K and 
LECCR+,R+I, llg~~,~~-g~~,~~lli.6,~(t~Ilu-cllt-. 
Then the trivial solution u = 0 of (2) is generalized e.rponential/J’ asymptoti- 
cally q&stable if and only (f there exists a cone-valued function ,vith the 
,following properties: 
(ii) VEC[R+ xS*(p), K], v(t,O)=O, and v(t,u) is locally Lipschit- 
zian in u relative to K.for each t E R + and for a corltinuous function b(t) > 0. 
(iii) Ch7 llr(t)ll6) < (do, 4t, u)) < 44 t,)(q& Ilr(t)lI~) for some 
4o~Ko*, OECCR, x R,, R.1, (t, u)ER+ xS*(p). 
(iv) D+v(t,u)<, -p’(t)v(t,zc), peX for (t,l4)eR+xS*(p), p’(t) 
exists, p(t) + xx. as t + 02. 
Proof: Sufficiency. Integrating (iv) we obtain 
dt. u) Gk v(tor 4) exp(p(f,) - p(t)) 
.‘. (dO14f,~))G(do1 L~(t,,uo))exp(p(t,)-p(t)) 
(h, Ilr(t)lI 6) d 46 toNdo, uo) exp(p(hJ - p(t)), from (iii ) 
... (h, Ilr(t)ll6)6Wf)(f$,, uo)exp(p(t,)-p(t)). 
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Necessity. Define a cone-valued fuction as 
c(r,u)=sup(Ilu(t+6,r,u)lldexp(-p(r+6)+p(t))’,, 
620 
(1.2) 
where u(t, to, uo) are solutions of (2) passing through (to, uo) and by (i) are 
continuous. Obviously u( t, 0) = 0. Now for (t, u, ), (t, u,) E R + x S*(p ), we 
have by Lemma 4.7 that 
IlQtt u,)-46 U,)lld 
= Ilsup (Ilu,(t+h f, u,)lldexp(-p(t+6)+p(t))} 
‘5 > 0 
-sup {Iluz(t+S,t,u,)lltexp(-p(t+6)+p(t)jIId 
d 2 0 
&sup {exp(p(r+b)-p(r))) II 
5 2 0 
u, - u,I16 exp i’ L(s) ds 
kl 
=B(t) llu, -Ad. 
where 
8(t)=suP {exP(-p(f+6)+p(t)))exp/‘L(s)d~~O. 
J 2 0 4 
Using (12), the continuity of L' follows as in Theorem 4.4. For 6 = 0, and by 
the uniqueness of solutions of (2), we have I~r(t)IIe< tl(r, u) so that 
Cd07 Ildf)llG) Q (h 44 u)). 
Since u = 0 of (2) is generalized exponentially asymptotically do-stable. 
we have, using Lemma 4.7 that 
(do, dt, u))=sup {exp(-p(f+d)+p(t))(d,, ll4t+& 4 ~4~)) CT >0 
<sup {exp(-p(t+6)+p(t))(~,, lIr(t+& 6 ~111~)) 
d 2 0 
<sup {exp(-p(t+6)+p(t))M(t+b)($,, lluolld) 
d > 0 
xev(p(to)-dt+6))l 
=8(t, ~o)(bo, ll~011~) 
d B(t, toMdo, IIr(t)llti) exp f Us) ds 
Q 
= 44 toNdo? lI4t)ll6). 
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where 
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a([. t,)=sup ~M(t+G)exp(p(t,)-p(t))) exp [‘I.(s)&. 
d>O - IL, 
The proof of (iv) is similar to that of (v) in Theorem 4.4 with (11) 
replaced by (12). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.8. 
Remark 4.9. If in Theorem 4.8, a(r, to) and p(t) are replaced by /I > 0 
and rr, respectively, then the result giving the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for exponential asymptotic &stability of (2) is obtained. 
Remark 4.10. It must be remarked that the full power of the method of 
cone-valued Lyapunov functions and the &-stability theory as developed 
in this paper can be seen at work when it is employed in the analysis of the 
stability of large scale systems. However, the study of the stability of large 
scale systems using the method of cone-valued Lyapunov functions is 
currently being investigated and will be reported elsewhere. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Consider a simple nonlinear differential system 
xi = - 14.~~ -XT exp(.u,) + 2.x, - .Y: exp(s,) 
xi = - 18.x, -x: exp(?c,) + 2.u, -of exp(.y?), 
(13) 
.Y, 20. 
We choose a single Lyapunov function V(f, X) = Ix,~ + 1~~1 for (13), then 
it is easy to show that 
D+~(r,.Y)~32V(t,.Y)=g(t, If). 
Now consider the scalar comparison equation 
~4’ = g( t, u) = 32u, u( to) = ug. (14) 
From (14), u=u,exp32r. Evidently VEC[R+ xR+,R+] and D+Vg 
g(c f’), gECCR+ xR+, R,] and (.uf+.ui)‘:“d V(t,.~)b.u~+.u:. This 
implies that a( 11.~11) < V(t, X) < b( llxll ), where a(r) = r and b(r) = 
r2 *a, b E X. But the trivial solution u = 0 of (14) is not stable. Then by 
Theorem 3.3.1 in [S], we cannot deduce the stability properties of (13) 
from those of (14) even though it is easy to see that (13) is indeed stable. 
We now consider a vector Lyapunov function 
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where V, = lx,1 and V,= 1.~~1. It can easily be checked that D+ V, 6 
-7 Ix,I +2 1.~~1 and D+V?< -9 /.Y,[ +2 IxZ(. Therefore 
Clealy a( 11.~11 I< Cf=, V;(t, s) 6 b( ll.~ll), where a(r) = r, h(r) = r2. 
Now consider the comparison system 
11’ = g( I, u) = Au, 
-7 2. 
A= [ 1 -9 2 . 
(161 
(17) 
The vectorial inequality in (16) and all the other conditions of 
Theorem 4.4.6 in [5] are satisfied by (15) except that g in (17) is not 
quasimonotone nondecreasing in U. Therefore we cannot deduce the 
stability properties of (13) from those of (17) using the vector Lyapunov 
function ( 15 ). 
We now seek to construct a cone PC R) relative to which the system 
(17) is quasimonotone. The eigenvalues of A in (17) are given by the roots 
of the equation 
i’+5%+4=0, *A,= -l,&= -4. 
The eigenvectors are ( 1, 3)’ and ( I, 3/2)’ corresponding to E., = - 1 and 
iz = -4, respectively. Choose B= [I’? i], then Be’ = [ -f Pf,::] and 
B-‘AB= [ -; py 1. Thus the off-diagonal elements of BP’AB are non- 
negative. Clearly B is a nonnegative, nonsingular 2 x 2 matrix with which 
the mapping td = Bo transforms (17) into 
~1’ = B ~ I.4 B/l. (18) 
By Theorem 3.1 in [2], there exists a cone P = (xf=, uibi: u, 2 0, 
i=l,2jcR:, generated by the 2 linearly independent column vectors of 
B relative to which (17) is quasimonotone. 
Now choose 
V(t, x)=x(t, 0. a,,.(s(O, t, x))) (19) 
as a cone-valued Lyapunov function for (13). It is easy to check that the 
right hand side of (13) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1 and so (19) 
has the properties 
VE C[R+ x Sjr, P], V( I, .u) is locally Lipshitzian in x 
D,:,,V(f, -VI Gp g(f, V(r, -K)) 
h( II-YII 1 G (40, vtr. -u)) ,<a( Il.4 ), a, hEX. 
(20) 
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The Lipschitzian property of g(t, U) in (17) assures the uniqueness of the 
solutions of (17) and so the maximal solution of (17) coincides with any 
other solution passing through the same point. Thus 
Now given E >O, there exists a 6 such that (&, ZQ,) <S. Choose 
6 = E exp( - tA), then we have (&,, r(t)) <E exp( - tA) exp(tA) = E. This 
shows that u = 0 of (17) is d,,-equistable. This, (19), (20), and Theorem 3.6 
imply that the trivial solution .Y = 0 of ( 13) is equistable. 
Indeed, since the eigenvalues of A are real and negative then as f -+ 3~, 
u0 exp(tA) + 0. This implies that the trivial solution u = 0 of (17) is 
asymptotically &,-stable. This, (19), (20), and Theorem 3.6 imply that .Y = 0 
is asymptotically stable. It is evident therefore that the method of cone- 
valued Lyapunov functions succeeds in showing that (13) is asymptotically 
stable whereas the method of scalar and vector Lyapunov functions failed. 
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